
IN SEARCH OF PERPETUAL ENGLISH MAJORS! 

An Imploration by Kelly L. Taylor 

As an English major about to graduate, I’m dreading the loss of this community of like-minded individuals who 
reads serious fiction and thinks and talks about it. What do we do after graduation? Are we destined to lament 
the loss of our serious literature reading peers? No. We must continue reading the good stuff, 
the serious literature that helps us navigate life and find our truth and 
construct our reality. We must seek and connect with serious literature-reading communities like English 
major alumni book clubs. Many major universities have them...and social media connects us as well. There are 
solutions out there! We can be connected and inspire each other to continue reading and sharing our opinions 
about serious literature.  

Serious fiction and the discussion of it is a requirement for a meaningful life. For real! Get this...if we stopped 
reading, which inspires imagination, our brains would wither away! Statistics show that by using your brain, you 
avoid losing brain cells. We need to hold that big fat serious book in one hand while we’re eating our blueberries 
and broccoli in the other! 

After enjoying college English courses, nothing says we as adults are required to ABANDON serious fiction and 
resort to reality TV and literary slop. Literature helps us understand the world, while reality TV imposes a false 
absurd “reality” on the viewer. So come on back to your much-loved world of serious 
fiction. You’ll be welcomed with open arms...and open minds! 

For English major grads who have fallen prey to the “real world”...Do you endure confused looks when you bring 
up a serious text in the work place? We don’t have to struggle to be content with ONLY mindless work discussions 
of the latest American Idol winners or a perfumey romance book read at the beach this summer. The ratings for 
reality TV shows are astounding: Jersey Shore has 8.8 million viewers, American Idol finale with 24.2 million 
views (They say it’s the lowest, yes LOWEST since 2002) and Honey Boo Boo with 3 million viewers! Us readers of 
serious fiction appear to be quite outnumbered, but we’re certainly not alone! We don’t have to give up serious 
literature for TV. We can avoid the allure of that insipid box squawking in the corner of the living room and pick 
up a book! We have the power AND THE SUPPORT. There is an alternative to the Republican National Convention 
and Honey Boo Boo. Yes, there is more to life! 

If you ARE watching TV,  please don’t beat yourself up! Afterall, TV is seductive. And you’re only human. We all 
need a break, a little guilty pleasure, after using our brains so extensively in college. But once you’ve given your 
brain a little much needed R&R, and desire a little stimulation, there does exist a post-grad 
serious reading community out there. Not everyone has traded texts for TV! 

Existing out there, ready for you to join, are forums with folks that read and speak of the truth–the hard stuff like 



David Foster Wallace does/did. There are serious literature bookclubs made up of peeps who share ideas and 
help each other understand serious fiction. There IS an alternative to the bookclubs of suburban housewives 
swooning over The Great and Powerful Oprah’s book list!  

If you’re sitting alone in a corner reading, wishing for a kindred spirit with whom to share this amazing text that 
has just made your cheeks flush and your pulse race with excitement, please know that they exist. Search out the 
ones, like you, that keep this interest alive, that feed on books that are enlightening! Whether they’re x-English 
majors or just amazing...Don’t give in; Don’t give up; they are out there (here.) 


